CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

From the discussion mentioned in the previous chapter, the writer can find the answers of the statement of the problems about the character’s falsehood and the impact of the falsehood. The three main characters in the story tell different falsehoods that connect each other. From the one’s character falsehood, it causes another falsehood. The first main character who tells some falsehood is Jonathan. He is a psychotherapist. He lies because of his past memory. He lies about his twin brother to Molly without planning about. He lies about the villa which he admits to be sold out, and he lies about James’s attendance to their father funeral to Molly. He has a bad memory that makes him hide the truth about his privacy to his lover. From Jonathan lies, there are many lies that follow. A lot of falsehoods come from his own lover, Molly Marks.

Molly involves in a fatal attraction with his lover’s twins brother, James McEwan. She makes a wrong relationship with him because of her curiousness that comes from Jonathan’s first lie. She goes to meet James without Jonathan knowing about that although she uses pseudonym name. She routines to meet James by lying to Jonathan. She also lies about her pregnancy, and she lies to Jonathan about her relationships with James. From her lies, she breaks the relationship with Jonathan because Jonathan feels that she has betrayed him. From Molly being wrong attracted in James, there are a lot of true facts emerging. For example, it deals with the reason why Jonathan hides his twins brother existence, the truth why Jonathan’s hate to James, the truth about Jonathan’s past life, and the truth of Molly’s lies to Jonathan. Most of the facts are related to Jonathan. The truth is disclosed because of Molly’s discoveries although she gets that by telling many lies to Jonathan and involves in a relationship with James. In addition, James’s lies are that he lies about the reason Jonathan hates him and he pretends to be Jonathan in front of Molly.

The impact from the falsehood towards the three main characters are: First, Molly meets James without telling Jonathan. Second, Jonathan is angry to Molly because of Molly’s act. Third, Molly is attracted in James and they fall in love. Four, Molly starts to question on Jonathan’s love. Five, Molly and Jonathan has fought. Six, Jonathan and Molly end their relationship. Seven, Molly fights with James. Eight, James mad to Molly. Nine, James become attracted to Molly.

The writer also finds out that most of the lies is suitable with the type of falsehood based on Bella DePaulo: Outright, Exaggeration, and Subtle. Besides,
the type of falsehood based on Viorst also mentioned although only a few. Many of the analysis shows that the common type of falsehood used in the novel is outright, which the liar tells different statement from the true. It is common because if someone try to mislead one another, they have hidden the truth by telling different statement from the fact.